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Tammy Merkison
Tammy Merkison is a native Floridian and the Authoress of Miami Reign and the sequel,
Unfinished Business. She is a skilled professional in the aviation industry.
A former model and actress, Tammy has appeared in numerous hair and fashion shows in
and around the Central Florida area in addition to television and radio commercials,
promoting health and wellness.
She currently lives in Atlanta and enjoys traveling and listening to live music in addition
to writing fiction with a positive message.

“Packed with danger and action, Merkison compels her readers to get hooked on her
adrenaline-fueled storyline.”
- Rahiem Shabazz, Filmmaker & Journalist
“This work is artfully written and intriguing from the very first page.”
- DeAntonio Gates, Author of How to Woo Your Woman

Unfinished Business
by Tammy Merkison
After serving almost twenty years of a life sentence James “Blue” Jackson is released
back into society. Bitter from the betrayal of his partner in crime Fran Roe and his
captain Rasheed, Blue sets out to inflict vigilante street justice and reinstate his now
depleted finances. On his quest for justice, Blue finds that there are powers that be that
want the ghosts of past to remain the past and that there may be a much larger political
conspiracy at work preventing his vendetta beginning with the federal government.
Navigating through a new world that has drastically changed since his incarceration while
putting the pieces of the puzzle representing his life back together take Blue from the
beautiful beaches of Miami to its inner city streets and ends with the answers to the
questions that have plagued him during his time of incarceration.

“Packed with danger and action, Merkison compels her readers to get hooked on her
adrenaline-fueled storyline.”
Rahiem Shabazz, Filmmaker & Journalist
“This work is artfully written and intriguing from the very first page.”
DeAntonio Gates, Author of How to Woo Your Woman
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A nail biter to the very end!

“Unfinished Business”
By Tammy Merkison
Distributor: I Believe Entertainment, LLC
ISBN: 978-0-9778436-1-0
Price: $14.00
Release Date: July 2012
Order at www.tammymerkison.com www.amazon.com
The Book:
After serving almost twenty years of a life sentence James “Blue” Jackson is released
back into society. Bitter from the betrayal of his partner in crime Fran Roe and his
captain Rasheed, Blue sets out to inflict vigilante street justice and reinstate his now
depleted finances. On his quest for justice, Blue finds that there are powers that be that
want the ghosts of past to remain the past and that there may be a much larger political
conspiracy at work preventing his vendetta beginning with the federal government.
Navigating through a new world that has drastically changed since his incarceration while
putting the pieces of the puzzle representing his life back together take Blue from the
beautiful beaches of Miami to its inner city streets and ends with the answers to the
questions that have plagued him during his time of incarceration.
About The Author
Tammy Merkison is a native Floridian and the Authoress of Miami Reign and the sequel,
Unfinished Business. She is a skilled professional in the aviation industry and is
currently at work on a news series involving the lifestyle of this field.
Reviews
“Packed with danger and action, Merkison compels her readers to get hooked on her
adrenaline-fueled storyline.” Rahiem Shabazz, Filmmaker & Journalist
“This work is artfully written and intriguing from the very first page.” DeAntonio Gates,
Author of How to Woo your Woman

Miami Reign
By Tammy Merkison

A story so real you don’t want to blink.
For anyone wanting to make fast money in the mid-eighties, Miami was definitely the
place to be. The backdrop of Miami Beach and Miami’s ghettos hid the criminal
activities and rise to power of Miami’s most notorious drug lord, James “Blue” Jackson.
A different face and perspective than the stereotypical drug dealer, Blue is faced with
life’s choices and the subsequent consequences of those choices made. His decisions
along with his partner, Fran Roe take them on a fast-paced roller coaster ride through
Florida’s coastal waterways and blue skies. Their past and future in this dangerously
alluring life leaves them with few alternatives, and when their ride comes to an end, their
outcome leaves you breathless.

“Miami Reign is a beautiful struggle between ghetto life, college ambitions and life’s
choices.”
Kenny Blue, Author of The Beach House
“Intriguing, from the first page. Debut Novelist, Tammy Merkison is well on her way.”
Monica McKayhan, Author of From Here To Forever
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A story so real you don’t want to blink!

“Miami Reign”
By Tammy Merkison
Distributor: I Believe Entertainment, LLC
ISBN: 0977843602
Price: $13.00
Release Date: May 2006
Order at www.tammymerkison.com
The Book
For anyone wanting to make fast money in the mid-eighties, Miami was definitely the
place to be. The backdrop of Miami Beach and Miami’s ghettos hid the criminal
activities and rise to power of Miami’s most notorious drug lord, James “Blue” Jackson.
A different face and perspective than the stereotypical drug dealer, Blue is faced with
life’s choices and the subsequent consequences of those choices made. His decisions
along with his partner, Fran Roe take them on a fast-paced roller coaster ride through
Florida’s coastal waterways and blue skies. Their past and future in this dangerously
alluring life leaves them with few alternatives, and when their ride comes to an end, their
outcome leaves you breathless.
About The Author
Tammy Merkison divides her time between her Florida and Georgia and is currently at
work on the sequel, tentatively titled “Miami’s Next Reign”.
Reviews
“Miami Reign is a beautiful struggle between ghetto life, college ambitions and life’s
choices.” Kenny Blue, Author of The Beach House
“Intriguing, from the first page. Debut Novelist, Tammy Merkison is well on her way.”
Monica McKayhan, Author of From Here to Forever

